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Thespians in Anderson
Anderson have been studying Macbeth in English this week. Well
done Shaye, Louis, Jack and Drew for giving the class great
performances and insight into your characters!  

Harvey in Daley
Harvey in Daley has completed all lessons this week! WHAT A
STAR!

Sportsperson of the Week
Our sports people of the week this week are…..
Lower School- Josh Don
Upper School- Joe Santangelo Jones

Well done!!
Please see Mrs O’Connor for your prize.

Web Building

Bobby G has been working hard to learn how to build web pages.
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Rosie in Daley

Rosie in Daley has really challenged herself this week within her
maths work. She has made outstanding progress and is
determined to complete work, as well as go above and beyond!
Keep it up !!!

Well done to Lilly who has annotated a
poem, ‘Daffodils’ and explored the meaning

Well done to Yasin and Freddy in Watson
solving problems with frequency trees
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Chocolate chip cookies
Well done to Millie, Jacob and Will for learning to cream butter
and sugar by hand and making these delicious cookies. 

They only made half of the cookies, so that they had cookie
dough to take home.  

Taylor is using geometric and organic
shaped backgrounds for his research page. I
can’t wait to see it finished.

Ethan in Daley
Ethan M has produced some magni�cent work in our 'World
Around Us' work recently. He is a fountain of knowledge with
our latest topic!

Kieran in Watson created a wonderful
newspaper article in English this week
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David has been working on Frequency Trees
this week.

Lewis R has written a fantastic atmospheric
story this week.

Lloyd has been investigating circuits in
Science this week.
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Daley
Daley were brilliant during a Science investigation this week as
we learned about magnetic objects. 
We have some serious Scientists in our classroom!
Amazing work Josh, Harvey, Rosie, Harley, LJ and Ethan.

Parks - PHSE
This week the class wrote responses to a problem page relating
to drug and alcohol abuse. Great work from Fin, Logan and
Adam.

Ruby has been working well in art clubs this
week creating this masterpiece! Well done!

Millie has used water colours, paint pens,
and brown card to create her design. It’s
amazing.

Will used Earth tones for his background
and bright, geometric patterns as
decoration.
They are working on designing their pages using inspiration
from the art they are researching.
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Jacob’s research pages
They have been using good vocabulary about colour, pattern and
composition.

Seth is making excellent progress in Geography. He was able to
independently analyse and compare these population pyramids.

Great analysis of population pyramids from Arran!

More great work from Jack in travel and tourism. He is already
on his third workbook of the year!
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Fantastic work form Libby this week in her travel and tourism
lesson. I love how creative she is with her notes!

Parks at the Sensory Shack.
Adam and Logan looking to set up a new band. Just need a lead
singer now. Any takers?

Breakfast muffins made by Hamilton pupils.
I’m lovin it

Anderson cooking
Libby, Jack, Shaye, Drew and Louis made some fanatic �apjacks
on their �rst cooking lesson with Mr Beattie and Mrs Lockwood.
Well done all.

PE
Nathan investigated organised  sports in the area, he found that
the oval leisure centre was a hub for many sports if anyone
would like to participate
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PE
Well done Bobby C, he was investigating performance enhancing
drugs, what their effect is and the consequences of taking them

Winner - the man in the golden suit
Brayden got to wear the golden suit for his birthday and won the
second race. Well done Brayden. Jayden came second and Millie
third. Ms Q’s still upset she didn’t �nish in the top three!

Sam also came top of his group. Awesome driving everyone.

Reading rewards trip - go karting
We had an amazing time go karting. All pupils were perfectly
behaved. A big shout out to Sam and Liam who took lots of time
to explain to Ms Q how to drive a go kart - brilliant advice! To
get on this trip in the future, make sure you are reading enough
to get into the top ten. 

Parks - ASDAN Gardening
The class completed one of their ASDAN tasks by making a
miniature replica of a garden. Great effort by Adam, James, Fin,
Logan, Lewis, Seb and Paige.
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Fantastic independent work from Braden,
Ruby, Joe and Olly making burgers in
cooking this week. You are all making
fantastic progress, well done!

Pshe
Well done Paige, organising the reasons why young people
wouldn’t take drugs

※※※※※※
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